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This town is coming back to life! People have started moving to Buffalo Valley, North Dakota -

people like Lindsay Snyder, who came as a teacher and stayed, marrying local farmer Gage

Sinclair. And now Lindsay's best friend, Maddy Washburn, has decided to pull up stakes and join

her in Buffalo Valley, hoping for the same kind of satisfaction. And the same kind of love. Jeb

McKenna is a rancher, a solitary man who's learned to endure. Maddy - unafraid and openhearted -

is drawn to Jeb, but he rejects her overtures. Until one of North Dakota's deadly storms throws them

together... Those few days and nights bring unexpected consequences for Maddy and Jeb.

Consequences that, one way or another, affect everyone in Buffalo Valley.
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What do you get when you try to jam FIVE romances into ONE book ? A total fail !! The blurb

seemed to be about Jeb and Maddy. It sounded so good. I think they had the least page time in this

book. Author switches back and forth, back and forth between Five, count them FIVE relatiionships

(with another one the side) There are babies and weddings and a whole teenage story line

also.Does this author think that in this fast paced world, a person cannot read an entire book, with

only ONE couple, with character development, with angst and love ?? I asked  for my money back

and will not be reading any other book in this series, and probably not any other books by this

author. It's a shame too because her writing style is good.

The second book of the Dakota series by Debbie Macomber expands the character Maddy



Washburn. She follows her best friend, Lindsay Sinclair to Buffalo Valley, North Dakota. Maddy

plunges headlong into life of the small rural community, and earns the admiration of the town.As a

whole man, Jeb McKenna was a loner; but as a cripple, he is a recluse.What will it take for

kindhearted Maddy to change embittered Jeb?

I haven't read the whole book yet but what I've read is very good. There is some mention of sex but

it doesn't go into detail. I've read other books by Debbie McComber and she's a great author.I hope

I've answered your question successfully.

This was a good extension of the first book about North Dakota. I have really enjoyed this one too.

Three weddings and two baby births along with the addition of another child. I can hardly wait for the

next story.

I love Debbie MaComber books. There's kindness,life, always something to learn about people. I'm

not a writer, but I love to read. It takes me away from my own problems. Her books let me see the

goodness in people, also I don't have to worry about my life for a few hours.

This picks up where Always Dakota leaves off and in just the same way, the love interests are there

along with the drama as the lovers find out they belong together for always amidst the

miscommunication, lack of communication and angst.Debbie Macomber's books are great for an

easy read so that the brain can be absorbed but not taxed. When I read her books I don't come for

the mental meal, but for the potato chip and ice cream kind of snack food for my brain. Sweet and

salty and easy to take.

Interesting story and extremely plausible. Sometimes things happen and in the case of Calla, not

the good choice. The love stories of all the other characters are very touching and pleasing. I

enjoyed it a great deal.

I am reading all 4 of the books in this series and I have liked them all. I like the small town

atmosphere and how it recovers from a fate of dying as many small towns have. I was born and

raised in a small town in South Dakota very similar to Buffalo Valley and could relate easily. It also

had a period of almost dying but has had recovery. Also like that when "boy meets girl" it isn't

always love at first sight! Or at least by each of them.
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